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Program Coordinator

We had a beautiful day for the plant sale, and it was very
successful. We want to thank Diane Rapoza, her assistants
and all the people who worked so very hard to make it a big
success. Thanks also to every one who donated the plants
so we would have something to sell. It all added up to a great
day!
The name tags are finally here! So for the new class members and the few veterans we ordered name tags for, you may
pick them up at the Master Gardener office.
Now is the time to plan your volunteer activities for this
summer. To help you get on the lists the following is a roster of the volunteer coordinators. They are actively enlisting
volunteers now, so calling them now will help them with a very
difficult job.
~Al McHenry

Master Gardeners provide public education
in gardening and home horticulture based on
research-based information from Washington
State University Extension.
“Cultivating Plants, People and Communities since 1973”

Calendar
June 2
Foundation Board Meeting
Extension Office
10 a.m. to Noon

Ongoing
Master Gardener Breakfasts
Babe’s in Ferndale
Wednesdays 7:45 -9 a.m.

June 9
Monthly Foundation Mtg.
Garden Tour
(See article for details)
6:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Hovander Work Days
Wednesdays & Saturdays
9 a.m. to Noon

June 20
Foundation Bus Trip
(see article for details)
September 22
Master Gardener Advanced Training
Hampton Inn - Fox Hall
Save the Date!

Farmers Market Booth
2nd & 4th Saturday
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Tuesdays
Bellingham Public Library
Clinic
Evenings

Cooperating agencies: Washington State University and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Extension programs and employment are available to all without discrimination.
Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension Office.

Foundation Notes
All the Foundation news that is
news is about the plant sale. The
plants were better than ever and the
organization, in typical Diane Rapoza
style, was better than ever. Predictably, the results echoed the effort.
So, who gets the credit? Certainly our leaders, Diane Rapoza and
Terri Booth! They gave and gave
and gave again. They provided both
the carrot of inspiration and the stick
of urgency. Words alone cannot express our gratitude to them. THANK
YOU! But, they would be the first to
say that the volunteers get the credit.
And, they, my friends are you.
The Greenhouse Committee is
among the first in line for kudos.
Good sense (or fear of leaving someone off the list) prevents me from
attempting to name all the Committee members who propagated, grew,
potted and repotted plants -- all with
utmost care and professionalism.
They provided the backbone of the
sale.
The enhanced Plant Sale Publicity Team came up with new signs, old
signs, posters, bookmarks and news
galore. They successfully made sure
that plant connoisseurs in the area
knew when and where the sale was
to be held.
A full seminar listing made real
our commitment to public education.
Successful purchasers left the
silent auctions believing they made
a good deal and received full value
for their investment. There wasn’t a
frown to be seen.
The introduction of a bargain
table allowed the sale of less than
perfect plants and those whose lineage or color was in question. Savvy
buyers were quick to sift through the
plants, grabbing those of particular
interest and promise.
Certainly the Parks Department
is in line for a thank you. Dennis
and the Hovander team were logistic
magicians and truly great hosts.



Both set-up and sale day were fully staffed from checkers to cashiers, from
table captains to luncheon cooks, from quality controllers to pricers and much
more, you all were there with a bright spirit and a smile to match.
The full body of the sale, though, came from all of you -- those who dug and
divided and gently nursed their plants to perfection. The variety and quality of
your donated plants keep purchasers coming back. You are the key to success and you deserve the credit. Enjoy your moment in the limelight and then
resolve to bring even more product to next year’s sale.
So, to the few that did some of everything, and to the most of us who did a
little here and there, thank you. Be proud.
— Gretchen White,
MGF President

May Master Gardener Foundation Garden Tour

Garden Tour on Thursday, June 8th, at 6:30PM. Kathy Hopkins in Ferndale,
Barbara De Freytas-in Ferndale.
We begin our Garden Tour season at the home of Kathy Hopkins who
states: Our farm’s name is Kibbe Acres (Kibbe is a Middle Eastern lamb dish).
We raise sheep and have an orchard. When we moved here 3 years ago, the
orchard was in disarray and there was no landscaping. I am still putting in
planting beds in stages. The plan is for Joe and our Border Collie, Tess, to do
a short sheep herding demonstration, and I can explain our operation and do a
tour of the pear and apple orchard and grounds.
We will progress to Barb DeFreytas’ home: Barbara’s garden won the
Whatcom in Bloom award in 2004 for best use of recycled materials. You will
see creative use of marble, windows and odd bits of farm machinery. She also
has a large fragrance garden (primarily lavender). Refreshments will be served
during the foundation meeting following the tour.
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Tis the Season

Your Monthly Gardening Guide by Faye Agner
Remember the old saying, “April
showers bring May flowers for June
brides”? This year they also brought
cold night temperatures that have
slowed the growth of many plants and
made it difficult to know when to put
out your carefully nurtured seedlings.
This is also called ‘dead heading’.
Tomato plants in particular are sensitive to cold. The traditional date to
set out tomato plants is Mother’s Day.
This year it has been too cold. In cold
soil, the tomato roots will stop growing.
The cold nights have made for a late
start of many plants.
Most of the rhododendrons will finish their blooming this month; it is best
if you can find time or small person
help to pick the spent blooms. When
removing spent blooms you must take
care as the new buds for next season’s
flowers are directly under the dead
flowers.
Weed control is a never-ending
chore. Once a weed has sprouted, the
sooner you catch it, the easier it will be
to remove. Tender, young seedlings
can be removed quickly and efficiently
with simple hoeing. It’ll slice them off
just below the soil’s surface so they
can’t regrow. Hoeing at a shallow
angle won’t bring many more seeds to
the surface, ready to sprout. Keep the
hoe almost parallel to the soil to avoid
exposing more weed seeds.
Many spring-flowering shrubs and
perennials should be pruned soon
after the flowering is finished. Take
care to keep the natural shape of the
shrub. Most coniferous and small-leaf
hedges may be sheared, but laurel,
holly and other large-leaf hedges
should be pruned instead of shearing,
each branch being cut back as necessary without slicing through individual
leaves. Flowering trees should be
pruned sparingly; keep in mind, they
need a lot less pruning than fruit bearing trees. Summer pruning of fruit
trees should not be necessary except
to take out the suckers that are sprouting up from the base of the tree.
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

Most everything needs fertilizer in
the Northwest gardens by the end of
June or early July. Lawns need their
early summer application of nitrogen
to carry these through the usual dry
months ahead. If you didn’t fertilize
your rhododendrons this spring, then
now is the last chance for this year.
Remember, rhododendrons and azaleas and most all other plants should
not be fertilized after July 15. Fertilizer promotes new growth in the fall,
which will not be hardy enough for our
winters.
As the weather warms and the
nights are no longer in the 40s, but
in the 60s, many of your houseplants
may be moved out of doors. They
also need fertilization. A water-soluble houseplant fertilizer, full strength,
is called for to meet the plants’ summer needs.
It is not too soon to begin planning
your fall and winter garden. Plantings of cauliflower and other members of the cabbage family can be
planted now. Winter endive should
be seeded after the passing of the
longest daylight of the year. Leeks
also fall into this category.
Lawn mowing is with most of us,
like it or not. Make it an art. Look for
opportunities to use your mower to
add design elements to your yard. It
might be a stretch to consider your
mower a paintbrush, but it can be
used to create patterns by varying the
direction of the cut. This works well
with fescues. You can see the results
of this type of mowing on sports
fields. Experiment with different patterns at home by mowing alternately
in different directions. Long, even
stripes tend to lengthen the lawn
whereas a checkerboard pattern
makes the area look smaller. Experiment, and don’t be afraid to change
the pattern. Also, a change in the
mowing pattern is good for the lawn.
Want safe and sane method of
pest management; adopt a toad. If
you don’t already have toads in your

garden, you can adopt them from
another location. As long as a toad
has shelter, moisture and food, it could
stay for years. Toads feed mainly at
night and need shelter and moisture
during the heat of the day. They take
cover by burying themselves in damp
mulch or hiding beneath low growing plants. You can make a shelter
for them by setting broken flowerpots
below shrubs in a shady spot. Break
a hole around the rim of the pot to provide an entrance at least 2 inches wide
and 1 ½ inches tall. In late fall, toads
burrow 3 feet below the soil’s surface
to hibernate until spring. To cool off,
toads can drink through their skin. Set
a saucer of water level with the ground
so a toad can jump into it. Make sure
to keep it filled on hot days. Toads
feed by patiently lying in wait. Toads
use their long, sticky tongues to quickly
grab their food. Anything that is smaller
and slower moving than they are is
fair game. Even as tadpoles, toads
eat mosquito larva in the water. Toads
feed mainly on insects, so it is wise not
to use pesticides.

Who Am I?

I am a diminutive member of
the Mediterranean, of the mint family, with tiny, usually heavily scented
leaves and masses of little flowers in
whorls. I am well suited to herb gardens and rock gardens. I am prostrate,
mat-forming and make good ground
cover for small spaces. I am attractive
to bees. I need light, well drained soil.
Some of my leaves can be used for
seasoning and potpourris.
Last month was fern.



Plant of the Month:
					 ‘The Bride’

By Cheryll Greenwood Kinsley

Exchords x macrantha ‘The Bride’
Photo by Elisabeth Bays

Family: Rosaceae (Rose family)
Exchorda x macrantha ‘The Bride’
This June ‘Bride’ is a shy one for
sure.
During one of the sudden cold
snaps last winter a friend asked me
what she should do to protect her
“pearlbush” from freezing. She’s very
fond of it and wanted to make sure
it survived. I’d never seen it. I asked
its botanical name, she wasn’t sure,
I said it was probably a snowberry-Symphoricarpos ‘Mother of Pearl’--and
it would be fine. But I said I’d look it
up just to be sure I’d named the right
plant. And of course, I hadn’t.
I entered pearlbush into the Google
Image search bar and voila! Photo
after photo appeared of Exchorda x
macrantha ‘The Bride’. I sent her the
link and she called me right away.
“That’s it. That’s my plant.”
Not to worry about freezing, I said: I
have a reliable reference book that tells
me it’s hardy to 20 below. But I was
struck by the fact that most of the first
places I go to find information about
plants didn’t mention Exchorda at all.
That, and the fact I was interested in
learning more about deciduous shrubs
sent me searching for trustworthy Exchorda facts.
I learned quickly that where this
plant is concerned, it was best to
search for images rather than text.


And when I entered Exchorda into the
image search bar, or Exchorda ‘The
Bride’ or Exchorda macrantha or any
other entry involving the plant’s botanical name, a maximum of three images
turned up. But when I entered its common name, pearlbush, I was instantly
rewarded—well, okay, it took 0.10 seconds--with three pages of thumbnails,
many of them from university sites,
others from museums and botanical
gardens. Add information from old garden books to what I learned online, and
here’s what I can pass along to you:
Native to northern Asia, the genus
was named in either 1849 or 1858 and
includes four or, perhaps, five species,
depending on who’s counting, all hardy
to 20 below on either the Celsius or the
Fahrenheit scale.
Except only one variety, hybrid, or cultivar (it’s not clear
which), named
‘Northern Pearl’, is
hardy enough to
survive in Minnesota--although
I can’t find it listed
for sale anywhere.
‘The Bride’ is a selection of Exchorda
x macrantha, a
hybrid between
E. racemosa and
E. korolkowii that was developed at
Holland’s Grootendorst about 1938.
That was only three years after the
release of the enormously popular
American movie, The Bride of Frankenstein. Coincidence? I think so. I can
find absolutely no evidence of any connection between the two. Still, it would
be nice to know just whose Bride was
so deeply honored.
Other facts? E. racemosa was
among the spring-flowering shrubs
that bloomed 10 to 14 days early this
year in Lincoln, Nebraska. They spell
it recemosa. That shrub can grow to

either 10 or 15 feet and its leaves may
be up to 2 or 3.5 inches long. And it
might be marked E. macrantha instead
of E. racemosa (or recemosa, if you’re
in Nebraska). ‘The Bride’ might aspire
to a height of 6 feet, or 2.5 to 3 feet,
depending on which book you read;
and it’s more likely to be dense and
compact than not.
What everyone seems to agree on
is that exchordas are fine plants for the
urban landscape, but generally underutilized. All take acid soil--except the
ones that take “any soil”-- and sun (or
part shade); all bloom in May, all have
beautiful round buds--hence the name
“pearlbush”--that open to pure white
Continued on page 7

Exchords x macrantha ‘The Bride’
Photo by Jill Cotton
The author of our Plant of the Month
feature since 1997, Cheryll is a writer and
an editor and a dedicated Master Gardener in Whatcom County. Next to the
people in her life, words and plants—their
history, their habits, and their needs—are
her favorite things. When she’s not at
her keyboard, you might find her helping
others learn about gardening or tending
her own small plot—chasing horsetail,
counting ladybugs, and looking for a spot
where she can wedge in just one more
Cryptomeria. You can reach her, if you’d
like, by e-mail: cheryll@cgkwordsmith.
com.
Weeder’s Digest

Garden Friends & Foes:
A Completley Different Perspective:

Mergence of Entomology & Pathology and the Vector Pathway
By Kristine K. Schlamp

This month instead of talking about
a specific pest I thought I would write
from a little broader outlook. I have
not abandoned my favorite topics of
bugs and plant diseases but I have
combined them to maybe show you a
unique view of the two that you may
not have imagined previously. Enjoy.
The problem of insects in relation
to plant diseases is an extensive and
limitless field. Complex associations
between vegetation, pathogens, and
insects have been constantly evolving during the last two hundred million
years. Since the time when humans
first appeared on earth they have traveled the globe taking with them, intentionally and unintentionally a cornucopia of various organisms. Even the
agricultural practices of humans have
strongly influenced the distribution
of crop arthropod pests and disease
pathogens. These pests lie dormant
on propagation material such as
seeds and cuttings that are distributed
around the world to emerge as exotic
pests at their new destination. Insects
are notorious for their unwelcome
invasions of new lands bringing with
them unknown pathogens, and costly
quarantine to guard against such pests
must be maintained. These quarantine
programs have become even more
important with the advent of the free
trade policy.
The discovery that insects are
concerned in the transmission of plant
diseases was made at approximately

On every stem, on every leaf…and at the root of everything that grew, was
a professional specialist in the shape of a grub, caterpillar, aphid, or other
expert, whose business it was to devour that particular part.
-Oliver Wendell Holmes
the same time that it was demonstrated
that insects could transmit diseases of
people and other animals, but study
of the subject has progressed somewhat more rapidly in the field of animal
pathology than it has in plant pathology. This difference may be explained
in part by the greater value placed
upon the life and health of man and his
domesticated animals as compared
with that of plants. It would seem now
that it is time for the research of plant
pathology to catch up.
There is no aspect of the study of
plant pathology more fundamentally
important than that dealing with the
methods by which diseases are transmitted and the relative significance of
each method. The usual course of
disease spores and other propagules
are two very common occurrences
here in the Pacific Northwest; rain and
wind. So looking at the role of insects
in the spread and development of plant
diseases has been especially slow in
receiving the attention that it deserves.
Plant pathologists have been inclined
either to avoid a study of insects associated with diseases or to treat the
problem in a very superficial manner.
The problem has been neglected to
an equal degree by the entomologists.
They have been so greatly concerned
with the direct injury to plants by
insects that they have had very little

Today the network of relationships linking the human race to itself and to
the rest of the biosphere is so complex that all aspects affect all others to
an extraordinary degree. Someone should be studying the whole system,
however crudely that has to be done, because no gluing together of partial
studies of a complex nonlinear system can give a good idea of the
behavior of the whole.
-Murray Gell-Mann
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

time for the study of the more obscure
injury caused by insects acting as
vectors of plant diseases. Workers in
both fields are concerned with protecting agricultural crops against those
innumerable pests which take such a
large annual toll from the farm income.
In spite of this common interest in a
problem of such vital importance to
human welfare, the two sciences have
widely divergent viewpoints. This lack
of common ground limits knowledge
exchange which is one of the major
problems faced by this topic. In recent
years there has been some cooperation but the present situation still leaves
much to be desired. It is one thing to
talk of cooperation and another thing to
cooperate.
The ability of the insect and pathogen to continually evolve and out grow
peoples efforts to obliterate them is
another source of great concern in this
topic area. Resistance to whole groups
of chemicals by certain insect pests as
well as the creation of virulent pathogen strains is the result of the naive
Continued on page 7
As the IPM Coordinator for Whatcom
County, Kristine K. Schlamp is well suited
for this position. She holds a Master’s of
Pest Management degree from Simon
Fraser University, British Columbia, and
has worked extensively in the field on
various pest problems through which
she has been exposed to a variety of systems, including urban, agricultural, horticultural and even forestry projects. With
this exposure and her experiences, she
is quite ready and willing to apply herself
to the horticultural concerns of Whatcom
County residents in both, agricultural and
urban settings.


Whatcom Weeds:
					Garlic Mustard – Alliaria petiolata
By Laurel Baldwin

tard can dominate the
ground vegetation.

Chris Evans, The University of Georgia
www.forestryimages.org

THREAT: Garlic mustard, a plant
native to Europe, was probably introduced to North America in the 1800s,
for use as a medicinal and food plant.
Unlike many problem weeds, garlic
mustard is shade tolerant and can
successfully invade forest habitats. It
usually gains access through disturbed
areas, such as stream banks disturbed
by flooding, roadsides, trails or campgrounds. Garlic mustard produces
large numbers of seeds and is selfpollinating, which allows a single plant
to quickly produce enough plants to
dominate a site. Seeds are dispersed
primarily by humans and other animals
and can persist in the soil for at least
five years. In forested areas where it
has become established, garlic mus-

DESCRIPTION:
Garlic mustard is a
biennial herb, which can
grow over three feet
tall. The first year plants
consist of a rosette of
rounded green leaves,
which persist over
winter. The taproot of
this plant often grows
horizontally near the soil
surface before growing
downwards. In the spring of its second
year, garlic mustard sends up an unbranched flowering stalk with alternate
heart-shaped or triangular leaves.
The small white flowers are borne in
a cluster at the end of the stem. Like
other mustards, the flower has four
petals in the form of a cross. When
crushed, the leaves and stem of this
plant give off a distinctive garlic odor.
Garlic mustard prefers moist, shady
sites, although it can tolerate full sun
and various soil moistures. It does not
seem to tolerate highly acidic soils.
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS: Several management options are available
to control garlic mustard, however, repeated treatments are necessary with

all. For small infestations, handpulling
is effective, as long as the entire root
system is removed. Cutting the stems
at ground level just before or during
flowering (but before seed set) results
in high mortality. Certain herbicides
may also be used. For some sites,
fall or early spring burning may be
effective. All these treatments require
follow-up work to remove any surviving
plants before they have the opportunity
to set seed.

Laurel Baldwin can be reached through
the Whatcom County Noxious Weed Control Board. 901 W. Smith Road, Bellingham, WA 98226. Phone: 360.354.3990
http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/publicworks/weeds

Volunteer Opportunities

Hovander: The first day at the Hovander Demonstration Garden will be April 5. Anyone willing to work, please
show up at 9 a.m. David Simonson is the project coordinator again this year. If you have questions give him a call,
360.398.0462
Farmers Market: The Farmer’s Market booth began on April 8. Christine Morris, our coordinator, could use your
help in making this project happen. Contact her if you would like to volunteer 360.671.3743.
Bellingham Library Clinic: If you are interested in volunteering on a Tuesday evening at the Bellingham Public
Library please call Becky Curtis at 360.734.0656.
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Bus Trips a Comin’..............Join Us?

For an all day excursion to three fabulous gardens and an opportunity to add some unique and unusual plants to
your own gardens. It will be a bright and sunny Tuesday, on June 20th, when we board the ferry to Kingston to make
our first stop at Heronswood www.heronswood.com   After a private tour of Dan Hinkley’s home garden, we will still
have the time to browse and shop at the Heronswood Nursery. But, don’t spend all your money here!
The next stop at Dragonfly Farms www.dragonflyfarms.com , just up the road from Heronswood, is a 10 acre
site owned by Heidi and Dave Kaster. It offers lots of gardens to enjoy, great plant selections to purchase, and picnic
tables under large shade trees where we can rest and eat our lunches. Heidi claims that she is a plant-aholic gone
nuts and that the abnormal is normal here. A few things to look for are water features, art, grasses, tropical plants,
trees, shrubs, and perennials.
Then it’s back onto the bus to continue on to Pt. Townsend, where we will find Kelly Dodson and Sue Milliken at
Far Reaches Farm www.farreachesfarm.com Some of you may remember Kelly from his horticulture lectures or his
great plant sale booth at the Seattle Flower and Garden Show. Kelly is a world traveler and plant finder, so expect
many quality, rare, and unusual plants here. Sue and Kelly have also established some great display beds to show
off their superb selection of plants.
Returning home via the Keystone Ferry will take us north over the serene and scenic Whidbey Island, arriving
back at Bellingham approximately 6:00 PM.
The Bel Air bus will pick us up Tuesday a.m. at the Target Park and Ride, the upper level parking area ABOVE
the Target parking lot at Bellis Fair at 6:15 AM. Please be early. The cost is $35.00 for Master Gardeners and $45.00
for guests. Please send your check made out to Master Gardener Foundation to Chris Hurst to reserve your bus
seat. Deadline is when the bus is full. You will need to bring your lunch and plenty to drink, as we will not be stopping to refuel the passengers.

Plant of the Month

Garden Friends & Foes

flowers with pale yellow centers. The foliage is nicely formed and a pretty bluegreen, the peeling, orange-red bark in winter is a pleasant sight, and the seedpods are very interesting. They remind me of star anise. The plant isn’t vulnerable
to many pests or diseases and is generally carefree. It’s said by some to thrive on
neglect. Some books say never prune it, others say prune it every year, right after
it blooms. Others say prune it whenever you want, the flowers form on old wood
anyway.
My point? Sometimes available information about plants defines “conflicting.”
My solution? Use reliable sources and weigh the odds as best you can. Then
take the plunge. And hedge your bets by asking your fellow Master Gardeners for
information. Yes, it might be anecdotal; and yes, you may want to keep it for your
own edification rather than release it to the public as authoritative. But it’s more
than likely to be extremely helpful. Just look at the photos accompanying this article. I asked, and Jill Cotton and Elisabeth (and Harold) Bays responded. That’s
the way Master Gardeners are. They respond, when any of us needs help.

attempt of humans to control nature.
People’s attitudes are slowly changing
from crop situations completely devoid
of pest organisms to acceptable levels
and complexes of both pest and beneficial organisms.
Alas, it appears that yet again I end
up at the same conclusion; Integrated
Pest Management, is the past, present
and future of our world.
(For further reading, please see
my list of references available at the
bottom of this article on the Friends &
Foes website at http://whatcom.wsu.
edu/ag/homehort/pest.htm)

Continued from page 4
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Continued from page 5
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Sa 13th Annual Advanced Training
Friday, September 22, 2006
Fox Hall Hampton Inn
Dr. Alan Reid
Chris Smith
Cass Turnbull
Des Kennedy

1000 N. Forest Street,
Suite 201
Bellingham, WA 98225-5594
360.676.6736
The Weeder’s DIgest is the monthly newsletter of the Whatcom County Master Gardener Program. Guest articles are
encouraged. Please submit typewritten articles by the third
Wednesday of each month to Cheryl Kahle (ckahle@wsu.
edu) at the Extension Office. Editor reserves the right to edit
for space considerations, grammar, spelling and syntax.
Photographs have been provided by Dan Coyne unless
otherwise noted.
							
				
Craig MacConnell
				
Horticulture Agent

Washington State University
Whatcom County Master Gardeners
1000 N. Forest Street, Suite 201
Bellingham WA 98225
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